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ABSTRACT
Riboswitches are highly structured elements in the
50-untranslated regions (50-UTRs) of messenger RNA
that control gene expression by specifically binding
to small metabolite molecules. They consist of
an aptamer domain responsible for ligand binding
and an expression platform. Ligand binding in the
aptamer domain leads to conformational changes in
the expression platform that result in transcription
termination or abolish ribosome binding. The gua-
nine riboswitch binds with high-specificity to gua-
nine and hypoxanthine and is among the smallest
riboswitches described so far. The X-ray-structure
of its aptamer domain in complex with guanine/
hypoxanthine reveals an intricate RNA-fold con-
sisting of a three-helix junction stabilized by long-
range base pairing interactions. We analyzed the
conformational transitions of the aptamer domain
induced by binding of hypoxanthine using high-
resolution NMR-spectroscopy in solution. We found
that the long-range base pairing interactions are
already present in the free RNA and preorganize
its global fold. The ligand binding core region is
lacking hydrogen bonding interactions and there-
fore likely to be unstructured in the absence of
ligand. Mg
2+-ions are not essential for ligand
binding and do not change the structure of the
RNA-ligand complex but stabilize the structure at
elevated temperatures. We identified a mutant RNA
where the long-range base pairing interactions
are disrupted in the free form of the RNA but form
upon ligand binding in an Mg
2+-dependent fashion.
The tertiary interaction motif is stable outside the
riboswitch context.
INTRODUCTION
RNAs can bind to a large variety of small-molecule ligands
with high selectivity and afﬁnity. Initial examples for this
include numerous artiﬁcially selected RNAs—so-called
aptamers—that bind ligands as diverse as nucleotides,
amino acids, aromatic dye molecules, coenzymes such as
FMN or aminoglycosides. The minimal RNA-motifs required
for ligand binding in these aptamers are small and comprise
between  30 and 50 nt (1). In general, they bind their ligands
with afﬁnities in the mM range (1). Structural analysis of
many of the aptamer–ligand complexes has shown that the
RNAs form intricate binding pockets for their respective lig-
ands involving numerous non-canonical structural elements
and combining electrostatic and hydrogen-bonding as well
as stacking interactions to recognize their ligands. In the
free RNAs, however, the ligand binding region is often com-
pletely unstructured and ligand binding is accompanied by an
induced ﬁt (2–4).
Recently, naturally occurring RNAs with the capability
of binding to small molecule ligands have been discovered
and named ‘riboswitches’. Riboswitches are a novel type of
genetic control elements that modulate gene expression in
bacteria as well as in some plants and fungi (5–7). So far,
riboswitcheshavebeenreportedthatbindspeciﬁcallytoessen-
tial coenzymes or vitamins, amino acids, glucosamine-6-
phosphate and to the purine bases guanine and adenine. They
are mostly found in the 50-untranslated regions (50-UTRs) of
mRNAs and normally consist of two domains, the ligand
binding domain—also called the aptamer domain in analogy
to the artiﬁcially selected RNAs—and an expression platform.
Ligand binding to the aptamer domain causes an allosteric
structural rearrangement of the expression platform that
leads to modulation of gene expression.
Remarkably, the aptamer domains of these naturally occur-
ring riboswitches in general are signiﬁcantly larger than their
artiﬁcial counterparts even when they bind to similar ligands
and often bind their targets with an afﬁnity in the low nM
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doi:10.1093/nar/gkl1094range. To date, structures are available for the complexes of
the aptamer domains of the guanine/adenine-binding ribo-
switches (8,9), the thiamin pyrophosphate binding riboswitch
(10–12) and one of the S-adenosyl methionine binding
riboswitches (13) with their respective ligands. Naturally,
the details of the RNA–ligand interactions in the three differ-
ent complexes vary widely due to the chemical diversity of
the different ligands. A wide variety of non-canonical struc-
tural elements, such as base triples and -quadruples and
non-Watson–Crick base pairs are utilized to from the ligand
binding pocket and to recognize the ligand similar to the
recognition motifs found in the artiﬁcial aptamers. However,
in contrast to the smaller artiﬁcial aptamers the riboswitch
structures also revealed numerous long-range RNA–RNA
tertiary interactions, such as pseudoknots that are not
involved in the formation of the ligand binding pocket but
instead stabilize the global fold of the RNA-structure.
This interplay of tertiary interactions involved in ligand
binding and remote to the ligand binding pocket is displayed
for instance in the structures of the ligand bound aptamer
domains of the guanine/hypoxanthine binding riboswitch
and the closely related adenine riboswitch. With only  70 nt
in length, these aptamer domains are among the smallest
naturally occurring riboswitches but still able to adopt an
intricate globular 3D fold. Their secondary structure consists
of a three-helix junction where the three helices are con-
nected by stretches of single-stranded nucleotides of different
length (Figure 1A). These single-stranded nucleotides form
the actual ligand binding pocket through the formation of a
number of canonical and non-canonical long range base pair-
ing interactions and base triples (Figure 1A). The purine lig-
and itself is bound through an intermolecular Watson–Crick
base pair, a base pairing interaction between the N3/N9-
edge of the ligand and an uridine of the RNA (Figure 2B)
and a hydrogen bond between an RNA-20-OH group and
the N7-nitrogen of the ligand (8,9,14). In addition to the ter-
tiary RNA-structure elements involved in ligand binding, the
two loops capping helices II and III in the secondary structure
of the aptamer domain are involved in a tertiary interaction
that is remote from the ligand binding site. The two loops
interact with each other through the formation of two base
quadruples. One consists of a Watson–Crick G:C base pair
and a reversed Hoogsteen A:U base pair (Figure 1B), the
other one of a Watson–Crick G:C base pair and an A:A
base pair (Figure 1C). This loop–loop interaction leads to a
tight packing of helices II and III against each other and con-
tributes signiﬁcantly to the compactness of the aptamer struc-
ture in the bound state. The 8 nt contributing to the formation
of the two base quadruples in the loop–loop interaction are
phylogenetically strictly conserved and replacement of the
wild-type loops by stable UUCG-tetraloops (8) abolishes
ligand binding to the aptamer domain. Thus, the formation
of this additional tertiary interaction that stabilizes the global
fold of the RNA is crucial for ligand binding.
Interestingly, the ligand is almost completely buried inside
the RNA, only 2.2% of its surface are exposed to the solvent
(8,9). This has lead to the notion that the ligand binding
pocket is most likely in an open, disordered state prior to
ligand binding and ligand binding must occur through an
induced ﬁt mechanism. In agreement with this hypothesis,
in-line probing experiments ﬁnd the single-stranded nucleo-
tides of the three helix junction susceptible to hydrolytic
cleavage in the free RNA but protected in the bound state
(5). The induced ﬁt mechanism for ligand binding is further
supported by the observation of substantial changes in the
NMR-spectra of the RNA upon ligand binding (9,14) and
by thermodynamic measurements revealing a large unfavor-
able entropy contribution to the free energy of ligand binding
(15) likely to reﬂect a local folding event. In contrast, the
nucleotides in the loops capping helix II and III are not
Figure 1. Structure of the complex of the aptamer domain of the guanine riboswitch with hypoxanthine. (A) Secondary structure of the aptamer domain of the
guanine binding riboswitch found in the 50-UTR of the xpt-pbuX mRNA from B.subtilis. Helices I, II and III and the loops II and III are labeled accordingly.
Long range base pairing interactions are indicated by solid lines for Watson–Crick base pairs and dashed lines for non-canonical base pairs. Nucleotides added to
facilitate in vitro transcription are given in lower case letters and a stabilizing mutation in helix II that has no effect on ligand binding (14) is shaded. (B) Base
quadruple formed by nucleotides U34 and G37 of loop II and C61 and A65 of loop III. G37 and C61 are involved in a long-range Watson–Crick base pair,
whereas U34 and A65 form a reversed Hoogsteen base pair. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed lines. (C) Base quadruple formed by nucleotides A33 and
G38 of loop II and C60 and A66 of loop III. G38 and C60 are involved in a long-range Watson–Crick base pair, whereas A33 and A66 form an A:A base pair.
Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed lines.
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and show no changes in their protection pattern upon ligand
binding. This is suggestive of an ordered structure of the
loops already in the free form of the RNA (5).
However, structural information about the free state of the
aptamer domain and the conformational transitions taking
place upon ligand binding is currently lacking. NMR-
spectroscopy in solution is a very valuable technique to
probe conformational changes in both proteins and RNA
even in cases where the free state is an ensemble of disor-
dered or partially disordered conformers. Here, we use NMR-
spectroscopy to compare the ligand free and ligand bound
conformation of the guanine riboswitch aptamer domain of
the 50-UTR of the xpt-pbuX mRNA from Bacillus subtilis
(5). Due to the size of this RNA (73 nt) that precludes a com-
plete assignment of all the NMR-resonances we used the
RNA imino-groups as reporters of conformational changes
since these groups display well-resolved chemical shifts and
their detectability directly reﬂects the formation of hydrogen
bonds and tertiary structure elements (16). In addition, we
probe the binding of divalent cations, such as Mg
2+ to the
riboswitch aptamer domain in its ligand bound and its free
form and report a mutant involving the loop–loop interaction
that shows altered folding behavior and Mg
2+-requirements
for ligand binding. Furthermore, we show that the loop–
loop interaction can exist outside the context of the
riboswitch and might be used as a RNA-tertiary interaction
motif in ‘RNA-tectonics’ (17).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis of
15N,
13C-labeled hypoxanthine
13C,
15N-labeled hypoxanthine was prepared by oxidation of
13C,
15N-labeled adenine (14) with sodium nitrite in acidic
condition. A total of 4 mg adenine were dissolved by heating
in 19 ml of a water/H2SO4 (10:7) mixture. After 5 min the
temperature was set to 85 C and 0.01 g NaNO2 were
added. Additional H2SO4 and NaNO2 were added every
10 min. The reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature
and puriﬁed by reversed-phase high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC) as described in (14).
Figure 2. Hypoxanthine binding to the aptamer domain and NMR resonance assignments for the RNA–hypoxanthine complex. (A) HNN-COSY spectrum for a
complex of
15N-labeled RNA and
15N,
13C-labeled hypoxanthine at 10 C in 25 mM KPO4-buffer (pH 6.2), 50 mM KCl in the absence of Mg
2+-ions. Dashed lines
highlight the correlations between hydrogen bond donor imino groups and hydrogen bond acceptor nitrogens due to the intermolecular hydrogen bonds between
the N1H1 imino group of hypoxanthine and the C74 N3 nitrogen of the RNA as well as between the N3 of hypoxanthine and the U51 imino group of the RNA.
The signal for the N9H9 imino group of bound hypoxanthine that is observable due to hydrogen bonding to a carbonyl group of the RNA is also labeled.
(B) Schematic drawing of the intermolecular base pairing between hypoxanthine and the aptamer domain as derived from our NMR-data in the absence of
Mg
2+ and the X-ray-structure of the hypoxanthine–RNA complex in the presence of Mg
2+.( C) Secondary structure and numbering scheme of the hypoxanthine–
RNA complex. The ligand is colored blue, nucleotides in the helices are colored black, nucleotides in the ligand binding pockets are shown in green and
nucleotides in the loops are highlighted in red. (D) Imino group region of an
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectrum of the hypoxanthine–RNA complex at 10 C in the absence
of Mg
2+. Signals for the imino groups of the ligand are labeled in blue. Signals of the uridine and guanine imino groups are labeled in black for nucleotides in the
helices, in green for nucleotides in the ligand binding pockets and in red for nucleotides in the loops.
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15N- and
15N,
13C-labeled nucleotides were purchased from
Silantes (Munich). Labeled RNAs were prepared by in vitro
transcription with T7 RNA polymerase from linearized plas-
mid DNA templates and puriﬁed as described (18). The unla-
beled RNA-constructs containing only helices II and III of the
aptamer domain were chemically synthesized and purchased
from Dharmacon (Boulder, CO). They were deprotected and
lyophilized as described by the protocol supplied by the
manufacturers. Concentrations were measured by ultraviolet
(UV) absorption at 260 nm. All RNAs were folded into a
monomeric form by denaturing at 368 K at a concentration
of 0.25 mM and subsequent dilution to 0.05 mM with ice-
cold water and ﬁnally exchanged into NMR buffer [25 mM
KPO4 (pH 6.2) and 50 mM KCl] using Centricon-10 or
Centricon-3 microconcentrators (Amicon, Inc.).
NMR-spectroscopy
NMRexperimentswereperformedonBrukerAV700,AV800
and AV 900 MHz spectrometers equipped with 5 mm TXI-
HCN cryogenic probes and z-axis gradients. All spectra
were processed and analyzed using the Bruker NMRsuite
(XwinNMR 3.5) and Xeasy (19). NMR spectra were recorded
in 90% H2O/10% D2O at a temperature of 283 K using the
WATERGATE (20) water suppression scheme including
water ﬂip-back pulses (21).
1H,
15N-HSQC-,
1H,
13C-HSQC-,
2JHN-
1H,
15N-HSQC- (22) and 2D- or
15N-edited 3D-NOESY-
experiments were carried out using standard pulse sequences
(23).The
2hJNN-HNN-COSYexperiments(24)wereperformed
as described (14).
Native gel electrophoresis
RNA was loaded in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris–acetate,
100 mM sodium acetate (pH 8.0) (running buffer). Electro-
phoresis was performed in 10% acrylamide:bisacrylamide
(37.5:1) gels in running buffer at room temperature at
150 V for 8 h. The gel was stained with ethidium bromide.
RESULTS
Hypoxanthine binding to the G-switch
aptamer domain in solution
The guanine riboswitch aptamer domain binds to both gua-
nine and hypoxanthine albeit with a 10-fold lower afﬁnity
for the latter (5). X-ray structures were determined for the
aptamer domain in complex with both compounds and
revealed an identical mode of ligand recognition (8,9). Due
to the absence of the amino group in the 2-position of the lig-
and, hypoxanthine forms two intermolecular hydrogen bonds
less than guanine. Due to its superior solubility we used
hypoxanthine as the RNA–ligand in our NMR studies and
tested the binding mode of hypoxanthine in solution
[25 mM KPO4-buffer (pH 6.2), 50 mM KCl, no Mg
2+ and
10 C] by NMR-spectroscopy. First, addition of
15N,
13C-
labeled hypoxanthine to a sample of
15N-labeled RNA res-
ulted in the appearance of numerous new signals with narrow
line widths in the imino-group region of a
1H,
15N-HSQC-
spectrum. Most importantly, signals for the N1H1 and the
N9H9 imino groups of hypoxanthine could be observed
(Figure 2A and B) and unambiguously identiﬁed in a
H(N)CO-experiment employing the selective
15N,
13C-label-
ing of the ligand (data not shown). These signals are not
observable for the free ligand due to fast exchange of the
imino protons with the bulk solvent. The appearance of
new signals for RNA imino groups upon hypoxanthine addi-
tion and the appearance of signals for the hypoxanthine imino
groups show that hypoxanthine binds to the aptamer RNA in
solution even in the absence of Mg
2+. The line widths for the
hypoxanthine imino group signals as well as for the signals of
the complexed RNA are in agreement with the formation of a
high-afﬁnity complex, which is in slow exchange on the
NMR-timescale indicating a dissociation constant smaller
then 1 mM.
A HNN-COSY-experiment was used to identify NH   N-
type hydrogen bonds between the bound hypoxanthine and
the RNA. The N1H1 imino group of bound hypoxanthine
showed a correlation to a cytidine N3 nitrogen (Figure 2A)
indicating the formation of a Watson–Crick base pair
between the ligand and the RNA (Figure 2B). In addition,
an uridine imino group of the RNA is correlated with the
N3 nitrogen of the bound hypoxanthine (Figure 2A) in agree-
ment with a base pairing interaction of this uridine with the
N3/N9-edge of the bound ligand (Figure 2B). The N9H9-
imino group of hypoxanthine, which is involved in a hydro-
gen bond and therefore protected against exchange with the
solvent can be detected but shows no correlation to a nitrogen
in the HNN-COSY-experiment. This is expected when the
hydrogen bond acceptor is an oxygen (Figure 2A and B).
The observed hydrogen bonding pattern between the bound
hypoxanthine and the RNA in solution is in full agreement
with that observed in the X-ray structure of the hypoxanthine-
RNA complex reported by Batey et al. (8) (Figure 2B). The
addition of up to 2 mM EDTA to remove traces of divalent
cations did not lead to changes in the NMR-spectra of the
complex (data not shown).
NMR-assignments and solution structure
of the ligand bound aptamer domain
The imino region of the
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectrum of the
aptamer domain bound to hypoxanthine is exceptionally
well resolved for an RNA of this size and displays numerous
signals with narrow line widths and homogeneous intensity
(Figure 2D). The aptamer domain contains 21 guanine
nucleotides and 17 uridine nucleotides in its sequence. In the
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectrum 19 signals are observed in the region
of the guanine imino groups and 14 signals are observed in the
region of the uridine imino groups (Figure 2D) along with
signals for the two imino groups of the bound ligand (see
above). The observable signals were completely assigned
using a combination of 2D-
1H,
1H-NOESY-, 3D-
1H,
1H,
15N-
NOESY-HSQC and 2D-
1H,
1H,(
13C)-NOESY-HSQC-experi-
ments (data not shown). The assignments were conﬁrmed
by comparing the spectra to those of a guanine-RNA and a
7-deaza-guanine-RNA complex (14) and to those of a hypox-
anthine complex with a mutant RNA (see below). The two
guanine imino signals that are not observable belong to G12
in the 50-terminal closing base pair of helix I and G62 in the
loop III region. The three uridine signals that are missing
are U36, U48 and U63. The imino groups of U36 and U48
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hypoxanthine–RNA complex. G62 and U63 are located at
the tip of loop III, which is also directly exposed to the solvent.
The number and the location of the observed imino group sig-
nals for the hypoxanthine-RNA complex in solution agree
remarkably well with the X-ray structure (8,9). In addition,
the observed intra- and intermolecular NOEs between the
RNA imino groups and the protons of the bound hypoxan-
thine, respectively, can all be predicted using the X-ray struc-
ture of the complex. Furthermore, the observed chemical shift
changes upon modifying the ligand from hypoxanthine to gua-
nine to 7-deaza-guanine (data not shown) and the observed
intermolecular (see above) and intramolecular hydrogen bond-
ing patterns in the HNN-COSY experiment (Figure 2A and see
below) all indicate that the structure of the hypoxanthine–
RNA complex in solution is virtually identical to the structure
in the crystal.
Effects of Mg
2+ on the ligand bound aptamer domain
To gain insight into the possible role of divalent cations for
the structure and stability of the hypoxanthine–RNA complex
we titrated the 1:1 complex with MgCl2 up to a ﬁnal Mg
2+-
concentration of 5 mM and followed the chemical shift
changes induced by the presence of the divalent metal ion
in
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectra. In general, Mg
2+ induced only
very limited chemical shift changes and no new imino
group signals appeared in the spectra. This indicates that
the presence of Mg
2+ does not change the structure of the
hypoxanthine–RNA complex and does not promote the
formation of additional structure elements. The following
imino groups display chemical shift changes by more then
three line widths (>66 Hz) in either the
1H- or the
15N-dimen-
sion in the presence of Mg
2+: U26, U30, G31, G37, G38,
U47, G55, G56, U67, G72 and U77 (Figure 3A). Mapping
of these residues onto the X-ray structure of the complex
reveals ﬁve spatially distinct regions that are affected by
the presence of Mg
2+-ions. G37 and G38 are part of the
loop–loop interaction between loops II and III and U67 is
part of the closing base pair of helix III right next to G38.
U47 is part of the ligand binding core. U30 and G31 are
located at the tip of helix II facing loop II. G55, G56 and
G72 are located at the 50 end of helix III and close in space
to U26 of helix II whereas U77 is in the center of helix I.
Thus, the observed chemical shift changes indicate the
presence of up to ﬁve putative Mg
2+-binding sites in the
hypoxanthine–RNA complex.
In addition, we titrated the hypoxanthine–RNA complexe
in the presence of 5 mM MgCl2 with 5 and 8 mM MnCl2.
Mn
2+ is a paramagnetic analog of Mg
2+. Its binding should
induce paramagnetic line broadening in the NMR-signals of
nucleotides in spatial proximity to the binding site (16).
The results of this titration experiment with 5 mMM n
2+ are
shown in Figure 3B. The imino group signals of G37, G38,
G46, U47, G55, G56, G72, U77 and G78 either disappear
completely or are very strongly broadened. At higher Mn
2+-
concentrations (8 mM) U34 is also affected (data not shown).
U34 is close in space to G37 and G38 involved in the loop–
loop interaction. These residues are similar to the ones that
experience signiﬁcant chemical shift changes upon addition
of Mg
2+. The exceptions are U30 and G31 where no line
broadening is observed. Therefore, the paramagnetic line
broadening data support the presence of four of the divalent
cation binding sites mapped by chemical shift perturbation
experiments using Mg
2+. The spatial location of these four
divalent metal-binding sites is mapped on the 3D structure
of the hypoxanthine–RNA complex in Figure 3C. Also
indicated is the location of [Co(NH2)6]
3+-ions found in the
X-ray structure of the complex. The location of the
[Co(NH2)6]
3+-ions found in the crystal coincide with three of
the divalent cation binding sites identiﬁed in our NMR-experi-
ments although sometimes more then one [Co(NH2)6]
3+-ion is
found per binding site. One exception is the region around
nucleotides U77 and G78 in helix I where we ﬁnd both chemi-
cal shift changes induced by Mg
2+ and line broadening upon
addition of Mn
2+ but where no [Co(NH2)6]
3+-ion is observed
Figure 3. Divalent cation binding to the hypoxanthine–RNA complex. (A) Overlay of the imino group regions of
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectra for the hypoxanthine–
RNA complex at 10 C in the absence of Mg
2+-ions (black) and the presence of 5 mM MgCl2 (red). Only small chemical shift changes and no new signals are
observed upon addition of Mg
2+. Resonances shifting by more then three line widths are labeled. (B) Overlay of the imino group regions of
1H,
15N-HSQC-
spectra for the hypoxanthine–RNA complex at 10 C in the presence of 5 mM Mg
2+ (black) and in the presence of 5 mM Mg
2+ and 5 mMM n
2+ (red). Resonances
that are strongly broadened or disappear due to paramagnetic line broadening in the presence of 8 mMM n
2+ are labeled. (C) Mapping of the position of the imino
groups experiencing line broadening upon Mn
2+-addition (8 mM) on the 3D structure of the hypoxanthine–RNA complex. The affected imino groups are
highlighted as orange spheres. The RNA is shown as white lines. Four well-defined divalent cation binding sites are observed. The position of [Co(NH3)6]
3+-ions
of cobalt hexamine groups found in the X-ray structure of the complex is indicated by gray spheres.
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contains the wild-type U17:G79 wobble base pair, which dif-
fers from the RNA used in the X-ray study where a canonical
Watson–Crick base pair is introduced. The other exception is
helix II where [Co(NH2)6]
3+-ions are found in the X-ray struc-
ture (8) but no paramagnetic line broadening is observed in the
presence of Mn
2+. We ﬁnd, however, chemical shift changes
induced by Mg
2+ in this area (G31 and U30).
Most importantly with respect to our further ﬁndings all
three experimental approaches (Mg
2+-induced chemical
shift perturbations, paramagnetic line broadening with Mn
2+
and X-ray crystallography) consistently ﬁnd divalent-metal
ion binding sites in the vicinity of the two base quadruples
forming the loop–loop interaction.
Whereas Mg
2+ is not changing the structure of the complex
it inﬂuences its stability.
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectra recorded at
different temperatures show that many imino group signals
including those of the bound ligand broaden at  25 C and
disappear entirely at higher temperature in the absence of
Mg
2+ indicating the melting of the complex structure whereas
these signals are still observable at 42 C in the presence of
5m MM g
2+ (data not shown).
Residual structure of the free aptamer domain
To characterize the structural transitions in the RNA induced
by ligand binding in more detail we compared the imino
regions of
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectra of the RNA in its free and
hypoxanthine bound states in the absence of Mg
2+. The
imino group signals of guanine and uridine nucleotides in
RNA are well-suited reporters of structural transitions since
they are only observable when the imino group is involved
in a hydrogen bond due to a base pairing interaction or steri-
cally protected against fast exchange with the bulk solvent. In
addition, the chemical shifts of imino groups are sensitive to
the type of interactions and due to the large aromatic ring cur-
rent effects also sensitive to changes in aromatic stacking
interactions.
The
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectrum of the free RNA contains sig-
niﬁcantly fewer signals compared to the one of the hypoxan-
thine bound state (Figure 4A). In addition, signal line widths
are less homogeneous in the free state. This indicates that
the free state of the RNA is less structured and resembles an
ensemble of structures with intermediate exchange kinetics
on the NMR time scale. However, many signals can be
assigned by comparing the two spectra of the free and the
bound states. These assignments were conﬁrmed and extended
by 2D-
1H,
1H-NOESY- and 3D-
1H,
1H,
15N-NOESY-HSQC-
experiments on the free RNA (data not shown). Comparison
of the two spectra reveals that the secondary structure of the
RNA is very similar in the free and the bound state, e.g.
Watson–Crick base pairing in helices I, II and III is similar
in both states. In addition, the G:U base pairs U17:G79 in
helix I and G57:U69 in helix III are observed in both the
free and the bound state.
In contrast, the signals for nucleotides in the ligand binding
core of the RNA are completely absent in the
1H,
15N-HSQC-
spectrum of the free RNA as are the signals corresponding to
nucleotides of the closing base pairs of the three helices fac-
ing the ligand binding core. No signals can be found for the
imino groups of U22, G45, G46, U47, U49, U51, G72 and
U75 (Figure 4A). The nucleotides in the ligand binding
core are apparently not involved in any stabilizing hydrogen
bonding interactions in the free state of the RNA. Therefore,
the ligand binding core is likely to be ﬂexible in the absence
of ligand.
However, the spectrum contains more signals then just
those due to the Watson–Crick and G:U base pairs of the
three helices. The remaining signals can be assigned to the
imino groups of G32, U34, G37 and G38 that correspond to
nucleotides involved in the loop–loop interaction between
loops II and III. In addition, the signal for the imino group
of G31 in the closing base pair of helix II facing loop II
can be found. All these signals have very similar shifts in
the free and the bound state of the RNA indicating that
they are involved in similar base pairing interactions. G37
and G38 in loop II are part of long range Watson–Crick
base pairs with C61 and C60 in loop III, respectively. U34
forms a reversed Hoogsteen base pair with A65. The
G37:C61 base pair and the U34:A65 base pair constitute a
base quadruple that is further stabilized by hydrogen bonding
interactions between G37 and U34 as well as between C61
and A65 (Figure 1B). Similarly the G38:C60 base pair
forms a base quadruple with an unusual A35:A66 base pair
(Figure 1C). The imino group of G32 is not hydrogen bonded
but sterically protected from exchange with the solvent due to
stacking interactions (Figure 4A and B). To further probe the
hydrogen bonding interactions of these bases, we recorded an
HNN-COSY spectrum of the free RNA. The imino group of
G38 showed the expected correlations with the C60 N3 nitro-
gen due to the formation of a Watson–Crick G:C base pair.
Moreover, the U34 imino group showed a correlation to an
adenine N7-nitrogen as expected for a reversed Hoogsteen
A:U base pair (Figure 4B). The same correlations have
been observed for these nucleotides in the HNN-COSY
experiment with the hypoxanthine bound RNA. Together
with the very similar chemical shifts in both states these
data demonstrate that the long range base pairs between
loop II and loop III are already present in the free RNA
and that the geometry of the base quadruples and the con-
formation of the adjacent nucleotides is the same in the
free and the hypoxanthine bound RNA. The virtually ident-
ical chemical shifts for the imino protons of nucleotides
involved in the loop–loop interaction in the free and the lig-
and bound RNA furthermore indicate the free RNA is not in
fast equilibrium between a conformation with the loop–loop
interaction formed and an open conformation. In this case
signiﬁcant changes in the chemical shifts for those nucleo-
tides would be observed upon ligand binding since the chemi-
cal shifts in the free form would be a population average
between the open and the closed form. A slow equilibrium
in the free RNA between a conformation with a loop–loop
interaction and an open conformation would likely result in
additional signals for hydrogen-bonded imino protons of
nucleotides in stable Watson–Crick base pairs in helices II
and III, which are in close proximity to loops II and III,
respectively. Such additional signals are not observed.
However, the line widths of the imino group signals of G37
and U34 in the free RNA are larger then those in the hypox-
anthine bound RNA indicating increased dynamics and
a reduced stability of the G37:C61 and the U34:A65
long range base pairs in the free state of the RNA. The
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15N-HSQC-spectra of the free RNA are not concentration
dependent in a range of RNA-concentrations from 150 to 750
mM indicating that the formation of the loop–loop interaction
is not due to dimerization at the high-RNA concentrations
typically used for NMR-spectroscopy.
The addition of Mg
2+ to the free RNA results in only minor
chemical shift changes and does not lead to the appearance of
new signals e.g. for nucleotides of the ligand binding core
region. A HNN-COSY experiment in the presence of Mg
2+,
however, reveals that the cross peak corresponding to the cor-
relation between U34 NH and the A65 N7 of the reversed
Hoogsteen U34:A65 base pair becomes stronger and the
correlation between the imino group of G37 and the N3
nitrogen of C61 is now readily detectable (Figure 4C). There-
fore, Mg
2+ apparently stabilizes the loop–loop interaction.
Finally, it should be noted, that small chemical shift
differences are observed between the free and the bound
RNA also for helical regions, e.g. in helices II and III.
These chemical shift changes indicate subtle rearrangements
in the structure upon ligand binding that do not change the
secondary structure, such as rearrangements in helix–helix
packing interactions.
A mutant destabilizing the loop–loop interaction
To further probe the role of the loop–loop interaction between
loop II and III we introduced a mutation in one of the two base
quadruples that hold the loops together. Speciﬁcally, we
altered the G37:C61 Watson–Crick base pair that forms a
base quadruple with the U34:A65 reversed Hoogsteen base
pair into an A37:U61 Watson–Crick base pair (Figure 5A).
Formally, this mutation eliminates two hydrogen bonds from
the base quadruple, one in the 37:61 base pair and one between
positions 37 and 34 (Figure 5B). The
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectrum
of this RNA in its free form is shown in Figure 5C. Compari-
son with the spectrum of the free wild-type RNA reveals that
the signal of the G37 imino group is absent as expected due to
Figure 4. Conformational changes of the RNA upon hypoxanthine binding
and the conformation of the free RNA. (A) Overlay of the imino group
regions of
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectra for the hypoxanthine–RNA complex (black)
and the free RNA (red) at 10 C. Signals of imino groups are labeled in green
for nucleotides in the ligand binding core and in red for nucleotides of loop II
and III. The signals for the core nucleotides, such as U22, G45, G46, U47,
U49, U51, G72 and U75 are only present in the bound state. In contrast, the
imino groups of G32, U34, G37 and G38 in loop II as well as those for the
closing base pairs of helix II G31 are observable in both the free and the
bound form and have virtually identical chemical shifts. (B) HNN-COSY
spectrum for the free RNA at 10 C in 25 mM KPO4-buffer, 50 mM KCl in the
absence of Mg
2+-ions. A solid line indicates a correlation corresponding to a
hydrogen bond between an uridine imino group and an adenine N7-nitrogen
due to the presence of the reversed Hoogsteen base pair formed by U34 in
loop II and A65 in loop III as shown schematically in the inset. A dashed line
indicates the hydrogen bond between the imino group of G38 in loop II and
the N3 nitrogen of C60 in loop III as expected in a canonical Watson–Crick
G:C base pair. The presence of these hydrogen bonds indicates that the two
base quadruples that stabilize the loop–loop interaction are present already in
the free RNA. (C) HNN-COSY spectrum for the free RNA at 10 Ci n2 5m M
KPO4-buffer, 50 mM KCl in the presence of 5 mM magnesium. The cross
peak corresponding to the hydrogen bond in the reversed Hoogsteen base pair
formed by U34 in loop II and A65 in loop III is stronger as in the absence of
Mg
2+ and the correlation between the imino group of G37 and the N3 of C61
due to the presence of the G37:C61 Watson–Crick base pair becomes
detectable indicating that these base pairs are further stabilized in the
presence of divalent cations.
578 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 2its mutation to an adenine. Furthermore, the signals for the
imino groups of G32 and G38 are absent in the spectrum of
the mutant RNA both in the absence (data not shown) and in
the presence of Mg
2+ (Figure 5C). Therefore, the mutation
disrupts the loop–loop interaction in the free RNA.
The absence of the loop–loop interaction in the G37A/
C61U-mutant RNA was further corroborated by native gel
electrophoresis. Compared to the wild-type RNA the mutant
migrates slower in the gel (Figure 5C, Inset) indicating a less
compact conformation.
Addition of hypoxanthine to the free RNA in the absence
of Mg
2+ does not lead to notable changes in the spectrum
of the mutant RNA. No signals for bound hypoxanthine are
observable. Thus, the mutant RNA does not bind hypoxan-
thine in the absence of Mg
2+ (data not shown). However, in
the presence of 5 mM Mg
2+ the addition of equimolar
amounts of hypoxanthine to the mutant RNA results in a
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectrum that is very similar to that of the
complex of hypoxanthine with the wild-type RNA
(Figure 5D). As observed for the hypoxanthine complex
with the wild-type RNA the complex with the mutant RNA
is in slow exchange on the NMR time scale indicating a simi-
lar stability. Speciﬁcally, we do not only observe two signals
for the N1H1 and N9H9 imino groups of the bound hypoxan-
thine but also the signals typical for the nucleotides in the lig-
and binding core of the RNA as well as signals for G32
and G38 with chemical shifts very close to those found in
the wild-type RNA. In addition, we ﬁnd a new uridine
imino signal that corresponds to the U61 in the A37:U61
Watson–Crick base pair introduced by the mutation. The
presence of this A37:U61 base pair was further conﬁrmed
in a HNN-COSY experiment and the assignments were estab-
lished using 2D-
1H,
1H-NOESY- and 3D-
1H,
1H,
15N-NOESY-
HSQC-experiments (data not shown). This indicates that
ligand binding in the presence of Mg
2+ in the G37A/C61U-
mutant RNA not only induces the folding of the ligand
binding core but in addition the formation of the loop–loop
interaction stabilized by the two base quadruples. Chemical
shift comparisons and a HNN-COSY experiment with the
hypoxanthine bound mutant conﬁrmed the similarity in ligand
Figure 5. Ligand binding and conformational changes of the G37A/C61U-mutant. (A) Location of the G37A/C61U-mutations in the secondary structure of the
aptamer domain. It replaces a long-range Watson–Crick G:C base pair with a weaker A:U Watson–Crick base pair. (B) Consequences of the double mutation on
hydrogen bonding of the base quadruple formed between loop II and III. The mutation results in the formal loss of two hydrogen bonds in the base quadruple.
(C) Imino group region of an
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectrum of the free G37A/C61U-RNA in the presence of Mg
2+. The imino group signals for nucleotides G32 and
G38 are missing in the mutant due to the absence of a loop–loop interaction. They are observable only in the free wild-type RNA due to the presence of the
loop–loop interaction there. In addition, no signal is observed for U61 in the free mutant RNA. The introduction of the G37A-mutation also eliminates the signal
for G37 imino group. Inset: Native gel electrophoresis comparing the wild-type RNA (left) and the G37A/C61U-mutant (right). The lower electrophoretic
mobility of the mutant indicates that the mutant is less compact compared to the wild-type in agreement with the absence of a loop–loop interaction. (D) Overlay
of the imino group regions of
1H,
15N-HSQC-spectra for the hypoxanthine–RNA complexes at 10 C for the G37A/C61U-mutant RNA (red) and the wild-type
RNA (black) in the presence of 5 mM Mg
2+. In both cases, signals for the bound hypoxanthine are observable (labeled Hyp N1H1 and Hyp N9H9) as well as
signals for nucleotides in the ligand binding core. This demonstrates that both RNAs are capable of ligand binding under these conditions. In addition, G32 and
G38 are now observable in both RNA’s indicating that upon ligand binding the loop–loop interaction forms also in the G37A/C61U-mutant. In addition, an imino
group signal is observable for U61 in the mutant due to the formation of the A37:U61 Watson–Crick base pair instead of the G37:C61 Watson–Crick base pairi n
the wild-type RNA.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 2 579binding modes of the mutant and the wild-type RNA. Further-
more, titration with 5 mMM n
2+ in the presence of 5 mM
Mg
2+ established the presence of binding sites for divalent
cations in the mutant at the same locations as in the wild-
type RNA. The only notable difference is the absence of an
imino group signal for U34 involved in the U34:A65 reversed
Hoogsteen base pair. Apparently, the missing hydrogen bond
between A37 and U34 in the mutated base quadruple destabi-
lizes this base pair resulting in fast exchange of the U34
imino group with the solvent.
The loop–loop interaction is stable outside the
riboswitch context
Since the loop–loop interaction between loops II and III did
not require the presence of the ligand or the folding of the
core region we wanted to know whether this interaction is
stable outside the context of the riboswitch sequence. We
therefore synthesized two RNA constructs that contain the
helices II and III with altered sequences, the loops II and
III in the wild-type sequence and a linker of different
sequence and length (Figure 6A). The imino proton signals
of G32 and U34 as well as the presence of a reversed Hoog-
steen A:U base pair were used as reporters for the presence of
the loop–loop interaction. The expected NOE-pattern for such
a base pair and the expected HNN-COSY correlation is
shown schematically in Figure 6B. Therefore, the construct
containing the wild-type linker sequence was synthesized
both in unlabeled and
15N-G,U,C,
13C,
15N-A-labeled form.
An imino proton spectrum of an RNA corresponding to
helix II alone did not show any evidence for a structure in
the isolated loop II and only imino proton resonances and
NOEs compatible with Watson–Crick base pairs (data not
shown). Figure 6C shows the result of a HNN-COSY experi-
ment for the construct with the wild-type linker. The correla-
tion between the U34 NH and an adenine N7 corresponding
to the expected hydrogen bond in a reversed Hoogsteen A:U
base pair is clearly visible. In addition, we observed the
expected NOE-cross peak between the U34 NH and the H8
of the adenine (Figure 6D). The identity of the H8 proton
was further conﬁrmed in a
1H,
13C-HSQC with the isotopi-
cally labeled construct with the wild-type linker where the
adenine H2 and H8 resonances can be distinguished by the
chemical shift of their attached carbon (data not shown).
Furthermore, 1D-proton spectra of the imino proton region
revealed a signal in both constructs with a chemical shift
very similar to G32 (Figure 6E). The identity of this imino
group as belonging to a G was established for the construct
with the wild-type linker in a
1H,
15N-HSQC (data not
shown). Thus, even in the absence of helix I and altered
linker sequences the two loops interact and the presence of
the G32 imino resonance as well as the reversed Hoogsteen
Figure 6. A loop–loop interaction outside the riboswitch context. (A) RNA-constructs containing only helices II and III with the wild-type and a modified
(boxed) linker sequence. Nucleotides that correspond to sequences different from the natural riboswitch are given in lower-case letters. The numbering is
analogous to the aptamer domain. (B) Schematic drawing of a reversed Hoogsteen A:U base pair with the uridine N3H3 adenine N7 hydrogen bond (dashed red
line) and the expected NOE contact between uridine H3 and adenine H8 (red curved arrow) indicated. (C) Detail of the HNN-COSY spectrum for the RNA at
10 C at the position of the U34 imino group showing the correlation expected due to the hydrogen bond to the adenine N7-nitrogen. (D) Detail of a
2D-Watergate-
1H,
1H-NOESY-spectrum at 10 C at the position of the U34 imino group showing the NOE-cross peak to the adenine H8 in agreement with the
formation of a reversed Hoogsteen A:U base pair. (E) 1D-
1H-imino proton spectra of the RNAs shown in (A) at 10 C reveal the presence of a signal for the G32
imino proton in both RNAs.
580 Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 2A:U base pair in both constructs indicate a very similar
conformation compared to the loop–loop interaction in the
full-length aptamer domain.
DISCUSSION
Many RNA molecules bind their ligands through an ‘induced
ﬁt’-mechanism. The ligand binding pocket in the free state of
the RNA is often unstructured and dynamically disordered.
Such a binding mechanism carries a large entropic penalty
that contributes unfavorably to the free energy of binding
but has the advantage that the ligand can be enveloped by
the RNA thereby utilizing as many functional groups in the
ligand for intermolecular interactions as possible. Other
RNAs avoid the entropic costs to the free energy of binding
by presenting a preformed interaction interface to the ligand
(18,25–27). The ligand binding domains of naturally occur-
ring riboswitches often contain conserved sequence elements
that are not directly involved in ligand recognition. X-ray
structure analysis of RNA–ligand complexes of these
riboswitches has revealed that these elements are involved
in RNA–RNA-tertiary interactions that stabilize the global
fold of these RNAs (8–13). In some cases it has been
shown that the destruction of these structure elements abol-
ishes ligand binding (8,28) and is necessary for the function
of the riboswitches. Similarly, recent studies on the naturally
occurring forms of both the hammerhead (29,30) and the
hairpin ribozyme (31) have revealed that these ribozymes
contain tertiary structure elements remote from the catalytic
core that preorganize the global fold of the ribozyme,
increase its catalytic efﬁciency and render it less dependent
on the presence of divalent cations.
In the present study we used NMR-spectroscopy to inves-
tigate the binding of hypoxanthine to the aptamer domain of
the guanine riboswitch and to characterize the conformational
transitions of the RNA upon ligand binding in solution. We
found that the ligand binds with a binding mode identical
to that found in the X-ray structure of the complex in a
magnesium-independent manner to an RNA with a ligand
binding pocket that lacks stabilizing hydrogen bonding inter-
actions and is likely to be disordered and unstructured but
with a preorganized tertiary interaction between loop II and
loop III in its free state. The loop–loop interaction is mediated
by two base quadruples that adopt the same conformation and
base pairing pattern in the free and the bound state of the
RNA. A Mg
2+-binding site that is located in close proximity
to these base quadruples is involved in additional stabilization
of the two base quadruples but nonessential for its formation.
The presence of the loop–loop interaction with its two base
quadruples fully formed already in the absence of ligand
explains the absence of hydrolytic cleavage in this region
observed in in-line probing experiments with the free RNA
as well as the lack of change in protection patterns in this
region upon ligand binding (5). The small chemical shift
changes observed for residues in the three helices upon ligand
binding suggest that the loop–loop interaction organizes the
global fold of the RNA prior to ligand binding in such a
way that only small changes in inter-helical packing are nec-
essary to accommodate the ligand. We found evidence of
increased dynamics in the region of the loop–loop interaction
for the free RNA compared to the ligand bound state, such as
increased line-widths of NMR-signals for loop nucleotides
in the free RNA. This, however, does not indicate that the
loop–loop interaction is only transiently formed. Instead the
NMR-data in conjunction with the native gel electrophoresis
results and the in-line probing data (5) suggest that the loop–
loop interaction is stable in the free RNA and not in equi-
librium with an open form. Increased line widths are also
observed for NMR-signals of nucleotides in the core of the
three helices suggesting increased dynamics in inter-helical
packing in the free RNA. Changes in the relative orientations
of helix II and III with respect to each other will lead to tran-
sient deformations in the base pair geometries of the base
quadruples in the loop–loop interactions and therefore cause
the observed line-broadening for the nucleotides involved in
the loop–loop interactions.
No evidence for an ordered structure is found in the ligand
binding core region of the RNA in analogy to what is
observed in artiﬁcial aptamers. The combination of the preor-
ganized global fold of the RNA with a dynamic and unstruc-
tured binding pocket might contribute to lower the entropic
cost for ligand binding while still allowing to completely
envelope the ligand and thereby maximizing intermolecular
interactions.
However, a preorganized global fold is not an absolute
requirement for ligand binding as exempliﬁed by the behavior
of the G37A/C61U-mutant. This RNA is still capable of high-
afﬁnity ligand binding despite the absence of the loop–loop
interaction in the free form of the RNA. The ligand binds
to this RNA in an induced ﬁt mechanism that includes both
folding of the core region as well as the formation of the
base quadruples in the loop–loop contact. Here it seems
plausible that the favorable enthalpic contributions of base
pair formation at least partially compensate for the higher
entropic costs. Furthermore, in contrast to the wild-type
RNA Mg
2+-binding is now required to drive the reaction
towards complex formation. However, the complete elimina-
tion of loop–loop interactions as described by Batey et al. (8)
abolishes ligand binding.
It will be interesting to compare the thermodynamics and
the kinetics of ligand binding to the wild-type and the mutant
RNA in detail to gain further insight into the role of pre-
formed tertiary interaction elements for ligand binding. In
addition, it will be revealing to investigate other riboswitch
systems, such as the thiamine riboswitch (10,11), the SAM-
riboswitches (13,28,32), the glmS-ribozyme (27,33–35) and
the lysine-riboswitch (36) where extensive tertiary interaction
elements not directly involved in ligand binding have been
revealed by X-ray structure analysis of the RNA–ligand com-
plexes or proposed based on biochemical data with regard to
the presence and stability of such stabilizing elements prior to
ligand binding. In the light of our results described above it is
conceivable that a wide range of behavior can be expected
ranging from totally preorganized 3D folds to simultaneous
induced folding of ligand binding and tertiary structure ele-
ments. This is illustrated by recent single-molecule FRET-
experiments (37) on the aptamer domain of the adenine
dependent riboswitch, which is highly similar to the guanine
riboswitch studied here but for instance contains a loop II
extended by a non-canonical U:U base pair. In the adenine
riboswitch the loop–loop interaction can form in the absence
of the ligand but depends on the presence of Mg
2+-ions and is
Nucleic Acids Research, 2007, Vol. 35, No. 2 581only transiently stable. In this regard the aptamer domain of
the adenine riboswitch represents an intermediate compared
to the wild-type guanine riboswitch where the loop–loop
interaction is stable and Mg
2+-independent and its G37A/
C61U-mutant where the ligand and Mg
2+-ions must bind
cooperatively to induce the formation of the loop–loop inter-
action.
Finally, the stability of the wild-type loop–loop interaction
motif even outside the context of the riboswitch contexts
leads us to belief that it constitutes an autonomous tertiary
interaction motif similar to the tetraloop–tetraloop receptor
interaction (38) or the A-minor motif (39). It might be present
in other RNA folds and is probably a useful building block in
designing 3D RNA-objects in ‘RNA-tectonics’ (17).
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